We study a three dimensional analogue of the Wess-Zumino-Witten model, which describes the Goldstone bosons of three dimensional Quantum Chromodynamics. The topologically non-trivial term of the action can also be viewed as a nonlinear realization of Chern-Simons form. We obtain the current algebra of this model by canonical methods. This is a three dimensional generalization of the Kac-Moody algebra.
Three dimensional field theories with topological terms in the action have been studied recently in many physical contexts such as Chern-Simons theories [1] , models for antiferromagnets [2] and anyon statistics [3] . (See [4] for an overview). It is known that topological terms affect the statistics of solitons [3] , [5] , and can change the canonical commutation relation of observables [6] , [7] , [8] . In three dimensions, this issue was studied in refs. [9] , [10] . From another direction, three dimensional nonlinear models have been shown to be renormalizable [11] in the 1/N expansion, although they are not so by power counting.
In this paper we study a three dimensional nonlinear sigma model on a coset space with a topological term. It can be viewed as a three dimensional analogue of the WessZumino-Witten [5] model or as a nonlinear Chern-Simons theory [1] . The model arises as the low energy limit of three dimensional Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [12] . It is also related to certain models for anti-ferromagnetism that arise in attempts to explain high T c superconductivity [2] . There are solitons in this model whose statistics is determined by the topological term. Furthermore, the theory should be renormalizable in the 1/N expansion. The focus of the present paper is the canonical formalism of this model. We discover by this method a three dimensional generalization of the Kac-Moody algebra; it is a non-trivial abelian extension of the naive current algebra. Like the Kac-Moody algebra, this can be further extended to a semi-direct product with the algebra of vector fields.
The Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) model [5] in an even dimensional space-time describes anomalous global symmetries. The field variable g takes values in a compact Lie group G (typically SU (N )). It satisfies the classical equation of motion (for two dimensions):
If λ = 0, the equation is invariant under two discrete symmetries, P 1 : g → g −1 , and
The WZW term breaks the symmetry down to the product P 1 P 2 .
Thus, the WZW term forces the fundamental field of the theory to be a pseudo-scalar. It is possible to formulate [5] , [6] , [13] , this theory in a canonical formalism entirely in terms of currents. The classical Poisson brackets of the currents then define an infinite dimensional
Lie algebra, the current algebra. In the absence of the WZW term the current algebra is just the set of maps from space to the Lie algebra of G, with the point-wise bracket [6] .
The current algebra is modified by the WZW term. In general, it provides an extension of the current algebra by an abelian algebra [7] , [8] . In particular, in two dimensional spacetime, the current algebra is a central extension of the loop algebra, the well-known affine Kac-Moody algebra. The representation theory of this algebra is well-understood. The relation to WZW model has clarified the representation theory by relating it to conformal field theory.
Much less is known about the representation theory of current algebras in higher dimensions. Some progress has been made in this direction [14] , although a complete understanding is still not available. This motivated us to look for an analogue of the WZW model in 2 + 1 dimensions. This would be a way to study current algebras and Bose-Fermi equivalence in a context simpler than 3 + 1 dimensions, yet more general than 1 + 1 dimensions.
However, there are no anomalies for continuous symmetries in odd dimensional spacetime. This is related to the fact that H 4 (G) vanishes for the classical Lie groups. We can find an analogue by looking for a nonlinear sigma model on a target space with H 4 non-zero. Futhermore the additional term must preserve parity if the field variable is a pseudo-scalar. The answer [12] is the target space
Grassmannian. We can parametrize Gr n,N by an N × N matrix Φ:
The nonlinear model with this target space has the field equation
is generated by ω 4 and ω 2 ∧ ω 2 , where ω 2k = trΦ(dΦ) 2k . Of the two generators, only ω 4 is odd under the transformation Φ → −Φ. Thus we arrive at a generalization of the WZW model to 2 + 1 dimensions,
The coupling constant F π has dimension of inverse length in the classical theory. This equation of motion follows from the multivalued action
Here, M 4 is a four dimensional manifold whose boundary is space-time M . As in the WZW model, in order that exp(iS[Φ]) be independent of the continuation into the fourth dimension, k must be an integer. This theory is invariant under parity (with Φ transforming as a pseudo-scalar) if N = 2n. In this case it is the low energy limit of three dimensional QCD with an even number 2n of flavors and k colors [12] . But we will study this theory for general N and n.
We will now present a canonical formulation of this theory, in terms of a set of Poisson brackets for the basic observables, a set of first class constraints and a Hamiltonian. The
Poisson brackets of the theory will be a generalization of the Kac-Moody algebra to 2 + 1 dimensions. The canonical formalism is in terms of a decomposition of space-time M = Σ × R, Σ being the two dimensional surface at fixed time. It is possible to derive this formalism from an action principle, but the appropriate one is not the multi-valued action (2) . Define a new variable g valued in G ≡ U (N ). One can always write Φ = gǫg † with ǫ = diag{1, · · · , 1, −1, · · · , −1}, and trǫ = N − 2n. Then Φ is invariant under right multiplication of g by elements that commute with ǫ; i.e., under g → gh, h ∈ H ≡ U (n) × U (N − n). These transformations are therefore like gauge transformations and we can write an action for the theory in terms of g that respects this gauge invariance:
The one form A is an auxiliary gauge field valued in H, the Lie algebra of H. Its purpose is to remove the unwanted degrees of freedom. In this form of the action, the topologically non-trivial term is a nonlinear realization of the Chern-Simons term. Unlike (2), action (3) is a local integral on space-time but it is only gauge invariant up to a multiple of 2π.
It is now possible to derive Poisson brackets and constraints from this action by a conventional procedure. The Poisson brackets so obtained at first will involve nonlinear (cubic) terms in Φ. However we can remove these by appropriate redefinition of the generators. The variables Φ, J that satisfy simple commutation relations are, in this language, Φ = gǫg † and
Here, R is the projection of g †ġ on the orthogonal complement of the gauge group and 
, and
In (4), ω is defined as ω(λ, λ
If the space Σ is a torus, we can write these relations more explicitly in a plane wave basis:
In (5), m, n are two-dimensional vectors with integer components. Also, d abc is the usual symmetric cubic invariant of U (N ) and f abc the structure constants.
The algebra has to be supplemented by two constraints
One can verify that these are first class constraints. This is one major difference between our treatment of the problem and the usual canonical formalism for similar models [9] .
With our method, second class constraints never arise and there is no need to introduce Dirac brackets. Actually, our constraints (6) satisfy even stronger relations that the conditions for being first class. It can be easily checked from (4) The canonical formalism is completed by the Hamiltonian
Of course, the hamiltonian does depend on the metric g ij on Σ. The equations of motion that follow arė
The equation (1) for Φ then follows (in flat space) from this system of first order equations and the constraints. This completes our discussion of the canonical formalism.
Equations (4), (or (5)), define our current algebra G k (more exactly a current-field algebra). Notice that the Poisson brackets yield linear relations in Φ and J, so (4) defines a Lie algebra. If we set k = 0, the J's alone form a subalgebra J . The Φ's generate an abelian sub-algebra V of G-valued densities. The vector space V can be identified with dual of the Lie algebra J by the natural pairing < λ, ξ >= Σ tr(λξ)d 2 x, so that it carries the co-adjoint representation of J . When k = 0, our algebra G 0 reduces to the semi-direct product of J with its co-adjoint representation.
When k = 0, G k is an abelian extension of the map algebra J by its co-adjoint representation. The Jacobi identity of G k is equivalent to the statement that ω : J ∧J → V is a two-cocycle of the Lie algebra cohomology:
which can be verified by direct computation. If ω had been exact there would have been a linear function µ : J → V such that
There is no such µ, so that we cannot reduce our algebra to a semi-direct product by a change of basis; G k is a non-trivial abelian extension of J by V.
It is useful to note that the above extension can be 'exponentiated' to an extension of the group of maps g : Σ → G by the vector space V, (thought of as an abelian group).
The multiplication law • is
where
1 . The associativity of the group multiplication • requires that Ω be a group 2-co-cycle: [15] 
This identity can be proved by direct computation. It is possible to understand the constraints (6) as describing a co-adjoint orbit of the above group. The symplectic form and hence the part of the action that is linear in time derivatives can be understood from Kirillov's method of orbits applied to this case. In fact, it turns out that the Poisson bracket structure derived in this way coincides with (4).
Finally, recall that the Kac-Moody algebra is invariant under the action of the Virasoro algebra. In fact the generators of the Virasoro algebra can be written in terms of the currents. The analogue of the Virasoro algebra in our case is the algebra of vector fields on Σ. The Lie algebra G k is invariant under diffeomorphisms, so that it can be extended as a semi-direct product with the algebra of vector fields on Σ. If u and v are such vector fields, and L is the generator associated to them, satisfying
It would be interesting to develop a representation theory for the algebra (5). Physically, that would correspond to quantizing the above field theory. This might look impossible at first because the theory is not renormalizable by power counting. However, as remarked in [12] , the theory is renormalizable in the 1/N expansion, provided one allows for massive vector fields to be dynamically generated. We would first consider the limit N → ∞ (keeping n and k fixed) that is solvable by the saddle point method. This model has a non-trivial UV fixed point. This is the analogue of the UV fixed point of the WZW model in 1+1 dimensions (although in that case the UV fixed point is trivial). The WZW model also has a non-trivial IR stable fixed point. It is possible that there is an analogous (non-trivial) IR fixed point in our theory as well.
Another interesting issue is that of Fermi-Bose correspondence. In two dimensions the WZW model, at the IR fixed point, corresponds to a free Fermi theory. There has already been an attempt to prove such an equivalence for the CP 1 model [16] . However there is, at present, no reliable approximation method to study this issue, because the correspondence breaks down for CP N with N > 1. Our model should have Fermionic equivalents for any N, n, so that the issue can be studied within the 1/N expansion. We will report on work in this direction in a later publication.
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